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Why information can’t be found 

 There are few records about the person (poor, female, child who died young). 
 The name is recorded using various spellings. 
 We may not recognize them in the records. 
 Family lore may be fiction. 
 The existing records lie. 
 Index tools are limited. 
 Misleading and incomplete databases 
 Historical context is ignored. 
 Looking in wrong jurisdiction. 
 Difficult records are not consulted. 
 Records are not analyzed together as a whole. 

 
Looking at things a different way 

 Having few records doesn’t mean there are none. 
 Be open to all spelling variations even if the family never used them. 
 Reexamine what you know about the person and how you know it. 
 Collect all the documents on the event and understand their parameters, etc. 
 Read historic accounts of the time and place. 
 Find a way to access obscure records. 
 Learn the skill or language necessary (or hire someone). 
 Look at the records in the context of the whole person. 

 
Common Problems 

 Handwriting vs. Index 
 Frequent letter substitutions (S for L)  
 Typo, i.e., “Joesph” 
 First and last names were reversed 
 Middle name was used or reversed with first name 
 Sounds like (Auto for Otto) 
 Nicknames, i.e., Polly = Mary 
 Recorder used only first initials 
 Common surname 
 Boundary changes (genealogy of counties) 



Search techniques 
 Index tools limitations 

o Surname only 
o Indexed wrong 
o Skipped entries 
o Not correctly matched reference to original 
o Alphabetical abstracts 

 Ancestry.com search tips 
 Soundex 

1. Retain the first letter of the name 
2. Remove all occurrences of the following letters, unless it is the first letter: a, e, h, 

i, o, u, w, y  
3. Assign numbers to the remaining letters (after the first) as follows:  

b, f, p, v = 1     l = 4  
c, g, j, k, q, s, x, z = 2    m, n = 5 
d, t = 3      r = 6 

4. If two or more letters with the same number were adjacent in the original name 
(before step 1), or adjacent except for any intervening h and w (American census 
only), then omit all but the first.  

5. Return the first four characters, right-padding with zeroes if there are fewer than 
four for a result of one letter and three numbers. (Example: Smith = S530) 

 Searching Ancestry using wildcards (* for up to 6 characters, ? = single character) 
 OCR (Optical Character Recognition) tips and techniques using Fold3.com 

Also for scanned newspapers and any other printed material 
 
Internet tips 

 Selecting the right search engine for the job 
 Boolean notation (AND, OR, NOT) and proximity (NEAR) 
 Non-surname search fields 
 

 
Resources Used 
Ancestry: www.Ancestry.com  
Heritage Quest Online: www.HeritageQuestOnline.com  
Published Pennsylvania Archives (free content):  
 https://www.fold3.com/title/450/pennsylvania-archives/description  
Bruce Clay relationship chart: www.bruceclay.com/searchenginerelationshipchart.htm  
Boolean Operators: http://www.vhcc.edu/home/showdocument?id=100  
One-step search engine for genealogical databases: www.SteveMorse.org  
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